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ABSTRACT
Despite the acknowledgment that learning is a necessary part of all gameplay, the area of Games User Research lacks an established evidence-based method through which designers and researchers can understand, assess, and improve how commercial games teach players game-specific skills and information. In this paper, we propose a mixed method procedure that draws together both quantitative and experiential approaches to examine the extent to which players are supported in learning about the game world and mechanics. We demonstrate the method through presenting a case study of the game Portal involving 14 participants, who differed in terms of their gaming expertise. By comparing optimum solutions to puzzles against observed player performance, we illustrate how the method can indicate particular problems with how learning is structured within a game. We argue that the method can highlight where major breakdowns occur and yield design insights that can improve the player experience with puzzle games.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the primary concerns of Games User Research (GUR) is to develop processes through which to evaluate and improve the player experience. Many GUR methods have been developed, from using heuristic review to identify critical issues, [e.g. 22] to using physiological measures in play-testing [e.g. 30]. However, while learning (defined here as learning ‘how to play and progress’) is often referred to within GUR methods, there is no established procedure intended specifically for identifying problems with how player learning is structured within commercial games, and for offering evidence-based solutions to these problems. This paper outlines and demonstrates a method appropriate for doing just that.

Many researchers, designers and commentators have argued that learning is a necessary part of all gameplay, from the understanding of game controls and interfaces, to working out solutions for in-game puzzles and challenges [i.e. 14, 15, 23]. Indeed, without developing expertise and an appropriate understanding of the game world, players will not be able to experience deeper levels of involvement such as flow [40]. However, empirical studies of learning in games focus almost exclusively on measuring the effects of game-playing on educational outcomes [7], and much more rarely on how to support learning ‘how to play and progress’ through design and scaffolding.

Recent work has started to address this issue, such as Linehan and colleagues [25], who examined puzzle games from a structural perspective. Through doing so they developed a set of “learning curves”, which illustrated how commercially successful games are designed to introduce different skills to players and provide them with space to practice those skills. However, missing from their analysis was an observation of how players reacted to those designed curves.

Another relevant strand of research has examined gameplay in terms of the breakdowns experienced during play [19, 20]. This research has established processes for identifying points at which problems occur in gameplay, and for identifying the different strategies players adopt in an attempt to overcome those problems (i.e. examining how players achieve breakthroughs). Individual strategies can be used to diagnose the type of problems experienced by players and point to specific types of solutions. While this research provides a rich picture of how involvement is influenced by learning during play, it could be argued that such an in-depth approach would be too time consuming to adopt in a typical game development context.

We aim to build upon previous work around learning in games by presenting a mixed method approach for evaluating the player experience in commercial games from a learning perspective. We demonstrate our approach through a case study of Portal, a puzzle game, where we carried out an in-depth observational study with 14 players of varying expertise. Recordings of gameplay were used to
compare optimal performance to observed performance, while think-aloud and interview data helped to provide further insights into player experiences. We discuss specific levels and mechanics that players struggled with, before concluding with a consideration of design implications and a discussion of how our approach could be adopted to evaluate and improve the design of learning in both commercial and educational video games.

RELATED WORK
In this section, we present a brief literature review, which argues that learning is fundamental to the experience of playing a game. We discuss existing research on how to design games that players learn from consistently, and on methods that focus on evaluating learning in games. In addition, we consider existing methods used for evaluating player experience, and argue that there is an opportunity to improve our practice around the design and evaluation of learning throughout gameplay.

Learning & gameplay
Researchers, designers and commentators have long recognized learning as a core component of the experience of playing games [9, 15, 20, 25]. Through play, players learn to master interface controls, game rules and mechanics. Additionally, there is broad agreement that enjoyment of games depends largely on how well the challenges presented to players match their level of skill [e.g. 1, 6, 40], where games that are too difficult or too easy can lead to negative experiences [1, 38]. Thus, it is important to ensure, through design, that players have developed the necessary skills and information to complete the challenges that the game presents. In other words, we need to carefully design how the game teaches players.

Designing for learning in games
We are only beginning to see research that teases out how to design games to ensure that players are effectively and efficiently equipped with the necessary skills and understanding to complete in-game tasks and challenges. For example, Linehan et al. [26] present a summary of features found useful for the design of learning in games. Games benefit from the inclusion of a hierarchy of short, medium and long-term goals [38]. Long, complex tasks should be broken down into short, simple components that are trained individually before being chained together [14, 15, 23]. Players should be required to demonstrate competence at simple tasks before advancing to more complex tasks. Games should provide immediate feedback in a context appropriate manner [27, 28, 29].

It has also been argued that the pacing of challenges is central to player’s ability to learn game-specific skills [8, 9, 13]. Pacing refers to the trajectory of difficulty over time as players advance through the game. Similarly, it is generally agreed that games should present challenges that are matched to the player’s individual skill level, and that playing games is fun only if a sufficient proportion of the game challenges are mastered by the player [e.g. 1, 6, 15, 39, 40].

The challenge of designing learning progression in games is related to that of tutorial design [see 3]. Some games, such as Portal, incorporate all instructions and rehearsal into the general narrative of game play. Others use explicit tutorial segments and instructional materials. Either way, the same basic questions exist – when should new skills be introduced, how much help is necessary, what strategies ensure that players learn and master skills? Andersen et al., [3] carried out a study with 45,000 participants, where they questioned the “added value” of tutorials to game engagement and progression. Through investigating eight different designs, they found that tutorials have clear benefits in more complex games, while being less useful in simpler games. Thus, the authors were able to demonstrate the importance of providing structure to the skills and information learned in a game (i.e., using tutorials versus not) and for learning to be carried out through game play – and that the effect is pronounced in games that are more complex. We argue, based on an understanding of instructional design, that these concepts generalise to all game design, rather than applying simply to tutorials.

Linehan et al. [25] suggest that pacing is managed particularly effectively in commercially successful and well-regarded puzzle games. By analysing the structure of successful games, they found that each of the main skills are introduced separately through a simple puzzle that requires little more than the basic performance of the new skill. After this introduction, a number of puzzles are presented in which the player is given the opportunity to practice that skill and to integrate it with previous ones. From the point at which a new skill is introduced, puzzles increase in complexity up until the point at which the next new skill is introduced. These are useful principles around which to design learning curves in games, and match very closely with guidelines for the design of special education programmes [26]. However, missing from their analysis was an observation of how players reacted to those designed curves. It would be useful to understand whether this structured approach genuinely facilitated a satisfying experience for players. The current study will look at that question more closely.

Evaluating learning in games
The majority of research that examines games in the context of learning focuses on the use of games as educational tools and the gamification of virtual learning environments. Within the context of education, there has been a more recent focus on examining not just learning outcomes but how well a game is able to facilitate the process of learning. Many of these involve data mining, learning analytics and modelling techniques. For instance, Harpstead et al. [16], present an analysis of an educational game, which involved knowledge component modelling and empirical learning curve analysis. By combining statistical modelling with player performance data (from game logs), the authors provided insights into problems with game design and developed suggestions for improving the game to ensure that students were learning what they were supposed to.
Other examples include Andersen et al. [2] who developed the Playtracer method, where multidimensional scaling is used to produce visualisations of how groups of players move through a game, and Owen et al [32] who present the ADAGE (Assessment Data Aggregator for Game Environments) protocol for tracking players interactions and the leveraged machine learning, data mining and statistical methods to assess learning within play.

Outside of formal education, there has also been a focus on investigating the process of learning within commercial games, where researchers have examined the problems that players encounter and how to overcome them [4, 24, 35]. For instance, Iacovides et al. [18, 20] build upon work by Sharples [37] to introduce the notion of gameplay breakdowns and their converse, breakthroughs. Breakdowns and breakthroughs are described as occurring in relation to player action (e.g. problems with the controller vs performing a new attack); understanding (e.g. not knowing what to do next vs figuring out a solution a puzzle); and involvement (e.g. getting frustrated vs experiencing satisfaction). Their findings highlight how progress achieved without learning is less satisfying to players, suggesting a close relationship between involvement sand learning [20].

Similar work [19] illustrates how players adopt different strategies in an attempt to overcome breakdowns such as Experiment or Stop & Think: While this line of research has led to a better understanding of how players learn through overcoming breakdowns and achieving breakthroughs, the mainly qualitative approach adopted is particularly time-consuming to apply and may not be appropriate within a game development context.

**Games User Research methods**

The research discussed so far has all set out, from an academic perspective, to understand how to best facilitate and assess learning in games, and how to understand and recognize player’s problem-solving behaviours. In parallel, much research effort has been devoted to the development of methods for evaluating and improving the player experience, particularly in relation to commercial games. These methods are intended to be used within the game development process and fall broadly under the term of Games User Research (GUR). We argue that, while learning is a key component of the games user experience, existing GUR methods do not take full advantage of recent scholarship on the design and evaluation of learning in games.

User testing is the most common GUR method [5, 21], and involves the direct observation of players as they play. Due to time and resource limitations, user testing often involves relatively small numbers of participants. Observations are typically supplemented with “think-aloud” data (where players are asked to verbalise what they are thinking during play), interviews, questionnaires [21, 33] and/or physiological measurement [30, 41].

Game analytics have also been used to inform GUR, where player behaviour within the game is tracked e.g. metrics such as total playtime, damage dealt per player, etc. [13]. Analytics are used frequently in the context of online games, where the data can be used to continuously refine and redevelop the game. However, as Seif el-Nasr et al. [36] note, there are significant challenges in using analytics for guiding game design; the designer must already know which metrics and which behaviours are important to track, and must invest significant work in interpreting fluctuations in those metrics across players. Thus, while game analytics can be helpful for highlighting points in games where players typically experience difficulties, additional methods are required to examine what exactly it is that players are struggling with and how to overcome those problems.

Similarly, while existing quantitative methods for examining learning progression in educational games [e.g. 2, 16, 32] may prove useful in a commercial GUR context, those methods often require access to large data sets and are arguably less appropriate for earlier prototypes. While there are circumstances where such an analysis has been conducted on a smaller number of players e.g. [17 – where the findings were also triangulated with qualitative data], these approaches still require the application of advanced statistical techniques, such as a hierarchical clustering, and so can be rather complex.

Another GUR method is heuristic evaluation, where games are reviewed according to a checklist of design guidelines [22]. Examples of heuristics include: “The game’s interface should be intuitive and easy to use” [39] and “The game is paced to apply pressure without frustrating the players. The difficulty level varies so the players experience greater challenges as they develop mastery” [11]. While heuristic evaluations are quick and cost-effective, they are not based on observed player performance. In addition, they do not normally provide an in-depth focus to on player learning.

An exception to this is the Game Approachability Principles (GAP), a heuristic-based method that most closely matches the aims of the current study. GAP is presented by Desurvire and Wiberg [12] as a set of heuristics for considering learning within tutorials and initial game levels e.g. “Scaffolding failure prevention: player provided with help to meet goals of game”. The authors found that a combination of a GAP review with usability testing was particularly effective, where the former helped to uncover approachability issues and the latter was useful for providing more detail on playability issues. However, while the principles were derived from general learning theories, they were not based on empirical studies of how players learn in games. In addition, the focus on applying them to tutorials and initial stages of the game neglects the fact that learning occurs throughout the entire experience of play.

While a combination of GUR methods can provide useful examination of various aspects of the player experience, very few approaches have attempted to evaluate gameplay comprehensively from a learning perspective. This is despite the fact that learning is a significant aspect of engagement
and deeper forms of involvement such as ‘flow’ [10]. By overlooking the importance of learning, we are missing an opportunity to gain valuable design insights that could be used to improve the overall player experience.

In summary, the current paper brings together research on how to best design learning in games, with research on how to evaluate learning in games, and, presents it as a useful addition to existing methods for Games User Research. In the next sections, we describe the step-by-step process for evaluating player learning, and present a case study how we applied our method to the puzzle game Portal. Portal was chosen since it was previously analysed in detail in [25] and is generally considered a very well-designed game.

A METHOD FOR EVALUATING LEARNING DESIGN IN GAMES
In this section, we outline a step-by-step process for identifying problems with the design of learning in games.

Step 1: Chart learning curve of the game
The first step is to create a record of the ideal solution to each puzzle in the game. A list must be created that outlines each action necessary to solve each individual puzzle. In a game development context, designers would be able to supply this information. Next, this list is used to chart the trajectory of complexity across subsequent puzzles (i.e., the pacing or learning curve). In order to chart ‘complexity,’ we use a basic functional definition provide by Linehan et al. [25]. Puzzles that require more actions from the participant are considered more complex than those that require fewer actions. Complexity data is represented on a line chart to chart the trajectory of complexity over progression in the game (see Optimal actions, Fig. 1).

Step 2: Recruit participants, analyse player expertise
In line with existing user testing approaches, small numbers of participants are recruited. The group must also contain sub-sets of players that range in terms of their expertise. Player expertise is measured through a short questionnaire, which establishes familiarity with the game series (if appropriate); frequency of play (how often they play); breadth of experience (the range of genres they play and platforms they use) and gaming history (how long have they been playing games for). Based on results of this questionnaire, players are divided into novice, intermediate and expert categories. This classification is essential, since players with different skill levels are likely to have a range of learning needs. Analysis of player performance will not be useful without knowing their level of expertise. Also, note that the behaviour of novices is probably the best indication of the quality of learning design in a game, since their abilities are derived purely from the observed interactions with the game, and not by information learned in previous play-throughs.

Step 3: Gameplay is recorded in a rich, multi-modal manner
Participants must play the game or game sections that you are interested in. While they do so, it is necessary to record their performance and experience of playing. Many different approaches have been taken in GUR, but for the purposes outlined in this paper it is necessary to record (i) data on all player interactions with the game, allowing for quantitative analysis of player performance, and (ii) data on player experience in terms of how they solve the problems presented by the game e.g. concurrent or retrospective think aloud to allow for more in-depth qualitative analysis.

Step 4: Analyse participant performance
Whether player performance was recorded automatically through data logs (ideal) or manually through video recordings (more time intensive), performance data for each participant is extracted and represented on the same graphs from step 1. In this way, the performance of each player can be compared with the optimum solution. In addition, statistical means should be created for each player type (novice, intermediate, expert) and represented on the graphs.

Step 5: Identify game sections where problems have arisen
A well-designed game builds competence in players gradually and methodically, so that players are never presented with challenges that are significantly beyond their ability. Thus, a competent player is one who, when presented with a puzzle, regularly comes to the solution efficiently. Conversely, a player lacking in competence, who hasn’t fluently learned the appropriate skills, will regularly face breakdowns in their gameplay and demonstrate problem-solving behaviour that resembles trial and error. A well-designed game should generally elicit competent behaviour from participants, as this is evidence of the player learning and applying skills effectively. The graphs that emerge from step 4 will identify sections of the game (or individual puzzles) where there is a consistent and large divergence between the ideal solution and the performance of players. These are the sections that must be investigated further.

Step 6: Conduct qualitative analysis of those problems
A detailed qualitative analysis of data relating to the problem sections of the game is carried out. The process follows a ‘critical incidents’ methodology, gathering data from multiple sources to understand the player experience relative to that one event. To facilitate coding, a table is created for each player who experienced difficulties in the problem section. The table lists the actions the player carried out (observed from the video) and any relevant think aloud and post-play interview quotes. The analysis is deductive, utilising categories from previous research, where separate columns are used to code breakdowns [20] and strategies [19]. Breakdowns are categorised as relating to action (when a player fails to execute an action successfully), understanding (when the player is confused what to do next or is suffering from a misunderstanding and involvement (when they appear bored or frustrated). Breakdowns are classified as ‘major’ when recurring across multiple players or when they significantly obstacle player progress (e.g. the player ‘dies’ or is stuck for an extended time period). All other instances are ‘minor’ breakdowns. Strategies are coded...
as Trial & Error (where a player carries out an action to see what, if anything will happen); Experiment (where the player has an informal theory about what will happen when they try something), Stop & Think (gameplay is suspended to reflect or consult external resources); Take the Hint (when the player decides to follow guidance provided within the game); and Repetition (when the same actions are practiced or repeated by the player several times). Through examining sets of tables related to each problem section within a the game, a deeper understanding can be developed of where difficulties are occurring and why.

**Step 7: Develop design recommendations**

After considering the causes of major breakdowns as part of the qualitative analysis, design recommendations can be distilled and discussed with the developers as suggestions for improving the learning design of the game.

**CASE STUDY**

Participants were asked to play a single-player puzzle videogame, *Portal* [42]. The game employs a 3D first-person perspective, where players have to overcome a variety of puzzles in self-contained ‘test chambers’ using portals to create pathways e.g. between the player and an otherwise inaccessible platform. The levels often contain visual hints on the ground and walls, while the voice of a robotic AI called GLaDOS (Genetic Lifeform and Disk Operating System), initially guides the player (though she becomes increasingly malicious as the game progresses). The game gradually introduces mechanics to the player, progressing from initial levels, where the test chamber setup controls the portals, into more complex levels, where the player is then able to shoot one portal type (blue), and eventually allowed to shoot both types (blue and orange). Simple instructions sheets regarding the controls were provided to players.

**Step 1: Chart learning curve of the game**

The optimum solutions for *Portal* were taken from Linehan et al. [25] where, a list has been published of all actions necessary to solve each puzzle in the game. These data were used to chart the optimal learning curve (see Fig. 1).

**Step 2: Recruit participants, analyse player expertise**

Fourteen participants were recruited from a university participant pool (5 female, 9 male, average age 25.1 years). All participants reported playing games at least once a week, and were recruited on the basis that they were familiar with games involving a first-person perspective (mainly FPS games) and playing with console controllers. Volunteers who played infrequently and solely on mobiles or tablets were excluded to minimise action breakdowns due to a lack of familiarity with controls. Based on their prior gaming experience and familiarity with the *Portal* series [42, 43], as evidenced by filling in a short questionnaire, participants were classified as ‘Experts’ if they had completed *Portal* before (N = 4); ‘Intermediates’ if the player had some exposure to *Portal*, or had completed *Portal 2* only (N = 3); ‘Novices’ if they had never or barely played either game (N = 7). Players are referred to by expertise and number e.g. PI08 is Player Intermediate 08.

**Step 3: Gameplay is recorded in a rich, multi-modal manner**

The study was setup in a professional UX laboratory, like a living room, with a TV and sofa. The game was played on an Xbox 360 console, with a wired controller. A video camera captured a recording of the participant, and the console connected to a recording facility to capture game footage. Microphones were used to record comments, and Media Express software for capturing all inputs.

![Figure 1: Action curves for (1) Optimal (minimum number of actions); (2) average actions across groups; (3) average actions for novices; (4) average actions for intermediates; (5) average actions for experts.](image-url)
Participants played the game for 40 minutes and asked to explain what they were doing and thinking whilst playing. A researcher was present to prompt them if they became silent. After the session, participants were asked to describe how much they agreed with the statement “I have enjoyed the game”. The majority were positive, with 9/14 selecting ‘strongly agree’ and 3/14 selecting ‘agree’ and only 2/14 selecting ‘neutral’. A short interview (10-15 minutes) then took place after the session where players were asked to review instances where they appeared to be struggling and asked to discuss these in more detail.

Step 4: Analyse participant performance
Figure 1 includes the optimal learning curve for Portal [25], showing the minimum number of actions required for each level. In addition, the figure displays the overall player performance curve (the total average actions per player who completed each level); and the player performance curves for each group (average actions for Novices, Intermediates and Experts). We focus on the first 10 levels of the game as less than two players from each group had progressed beyond this point within the 40-minute session.

The optimal curve indicates that Portal is a relatively well-designed game in that player behaviour appears to follow the general pattern of the optimal curve. However, it is clear there are some large discrepancies between optimal and average performance, particularly in relation to group expertise. While Experts tend to mirror the optimal action curves very closely (which is not surprising in this context as they were all very familiar with the Portal series), the discrepancies between the optimal and average curves indicate that Novices are struggling with Levels 3, 5 and 6 while Intermediates had difficulties in Level 8.

Step 5: Identify game sections where problems have arisen
We suggest that large discrepancies between the curves can serve as evidence of problems with how the game was designed to support learning. Levels 3, 5, 6 and 8 (see Table 1) showed the largest differences between optimal and average performance for particular groups so they were selected for further analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Total Average</th>
<th>Novice</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Expert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD) N</td>
<td>Mean (SD) N</td>
<td>Mean (SD) N</td>
<td>Mean (SD) N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 [4]</td>
<td>31.4 (36.9) 14</td>
<td>58 (36) 7</td>
<td>5.33 (2.3) 3</td>
<td>4.5 (1) 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5 [11]</td>
<td>22.6 (19) 14</td>
<td>29.7 (25.6) 7</td>
<td>12.7 (2.1) 3</td>
<td>14 (4.1) 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6 [2]</td>
<td>8.64 (9) 14</td>
<td>14.1 (9.8) 7</td>
<td>4.7 (4.6) 3</td>
<td>2 (0) 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8 [7]</td>
<td>19.9 (13.8) 12</td>
<td>22 (6.8) 5</td>
<td>32 (21.3) 3</td>
<td>8.3 (1) 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Total average and group actions for Levels 3, 5, 6 and 8 with optimal action in [ ]

Step 6: conduct qualitative analysis of those problems
The quantitative analysis made clear that there were significant issues that required investigation in levels 3, 5, 6 and 8. Video, think aloud and interview data were analysed in terms of breakdowns that occurred and the strategies players adopted (as outlined above).

Strategies players employ when experiencing breakdowns
The pattern of strategies employed by players experiencing major breakdowns was relatively consistent and serve as a clear indicator of when they were struggling. Gameplay primarily consisted of Trial & Error and Experiment strategies as players tried to understand the game world and rules. When experiencing difficulty, players often resorted to a combination of Trial & Error actions e.g. firing portals at different objects in the room, and Repetition, when they repeated the same action several times. In addition, the think-aloud indicated when they were forming incorrect hypotheses during Experiment, such as thinking that creating a blue portal in a different part of the wall would change the location of the exit. Occasionally, players would Stop & Think where they would become inactive in the game and reflect on what they were doing or looked at menus and external resources for further hints. If a player didn’t initially Take the Hint (in the form of visual in-game clues) but then went back to inspect them, this was seen as further evidence that they were struggling. In the subsections below, each level is introduced before examining the nature of the breakdowns experienced.
the middle floor, once they were there, the majority of novices started to iterate the same set of actions. For example, PN07 reached the middle floor, commented “No idea where I am”, then turned, looked through orange portal, and fired a blue portal next to it. Here the player starts to repeat the sequence of ‘fire blue + enter blue’, soon realising that those actions always led to “the same place”. Similarly, PN11 repeatedly fires and enters a blue portal, noting “ wherever I make a portal it still leads to the same place”. Some players also tried shooting portals in each of the lateral walls, thinking that changing the entrance of the portal would lead to a different exit e.g. PN05 explains he “tried open portals on all the walls, and it just took me around in a circle”.

PN01 and PN05 experienced further confusion when they thought they had encountered another character in the game. However, this is actually their own avatar, which can be viewed due to the way the portals are lined up e.g. PN05: “I can follow her. I am sure she can get me there”, entered and exited the portals several times: “I am following this woman, but she is going in circles”, before eventually realising “Oh no, that’s my reflection, she’s me”. Another indication of difficulty in this level was that several of them suspended gameplay to look up the controls of the game to see if they were neglecting possible actions.

Level 3: Summary of main issues
Novice players seemed to be experiencing a major understanding breakdown around how the portals work. While these players frequently entered the blue portals they created, they only occasionally entered the fixed orange portal – not seeming to realise it could be both exit and entrance e.g. PN01 “it’s blue when I enter, orange when I get out”. Though all players eventually managed to complete the level, for some this was accidental as they did not understand how they reached the exit. For instance, PN07 wonders aloud “I went the right way, it seems, I think … but I don’t know how I did it” while PN04 utters a surprised “Oh. How did that happen? … this is completely random”. The breakdowns experienced and the fact some players could progress without gaining this knowledge suggests that the learning design of the level could be improved, at least for novices.

Level 5: More trouble with portals
Level 5 (Fig. 3) presents the player with a large room which contains a door activated by two buttons (each of which require a cube), two raised platforms facing each other and a pit which contains another cube. The door gives access to a second room and closes after the player walks past it. In the second room, a new orange portal is visible through a glass ceiling of the room above. The optimal solution requires 11 steps: firing a blue portal under the first cube in the pit; entering the blue portal within the pit; picking up the cube on the platform with the orange portal; placing the cube on one of the buttons; entering the blue portal again to go back up to the platform; firing a new blue portal on the platform opposite; entering the orange portal; picking up the second cube; placing the second cube on the remaining button; going through the door into the second room and shooting a new blue portal into the wall; entering the portal to exit out of the orange portal visible through the glass. Novices players were also seen to struggle with this level, taking an average of 29.7 actions to complete it (SD = 25.6), which is 2.7 times the minimum number of actions required (Table 1).

The main reason for the large action count within this level is due to the fact some of the players were still suffering from a major understanding breakdown concerning how the portals worked. For instance, PN05 explains “I thought maybe if I try this wall, maybe a portal will lead me to here [platform with the cube]” suggesting that he believes the orange portal is only for exiting and that it can perhaps be controlled by changing where the blue portal is fired. After accidentally backing in to the orange portal, the player is able to grab the second cube “Ok, I got it” but again, does not seem to be able to explain why.

PN04 follows a similar strategy to one observed in level 3, shooting at different panels to “see whether there is a hidden area in the wall that will lead to that place, the one where the other cube is”. After some time, when the player has created a blue portal on the ledge she wants to get to, she turns around and realises she can go through the orange portal exclaming “Oh, this is how it works!”. However, when asked to elaborate on what happened she seems a little unsure: “I don’t know how to explain it but its’ like you need to have one portal in one place and another one pointing to that so it creates a doorway and that’s how it works”. PN07 also struggled, though after he reaches the platform via the orange portal has a breakthrough: “Doh! I had to do the double portal thing again”, remembering that you can go “back and forth through the fixed portal”.

Level 5: Summary of main issues
While this level was more complex than Level 3, as indicated by the higher optimal action count, these examples show how a major breakdown in understanding that begins in an earlier level will influence later gameplay.

Level 6: Introducing High Energy Pellets
In Level 6 players encounter a new mechanic in the form of the High Energy Pellet (HEP) emitter which produces a fast-moving energy ball which the players must direct using the
portal gun. Energy pellets eventually dissipate, and when they do the receiver emits a new one. The level composes of a HEP emitter on the ceiling, an inactive orange portal opposite to it, a receiver to the right of the inactive orange portal and a vertical scaffold activated by a HEP hitting the receiver (Fig. 4). The optimal solution requires 2 steps: fire a blue portal on the ceiling above the receiver (to guide the HEP to it); walk onto the scaffold which will then rise to the exit. Most of the novice players struggled with this level, taking an average 14.1 actions to complete it (SD = 9.8), 7.1 times the minimum actions required (Table 1).

Figure 4: Level 6

When entering Level 6, players are introduced to the HEP by GLaDOS who states, “While safety is one of many Enrichment Center goals, the Aperture Science High Energy Pellet, seen to the left of the chamber, can and has caused permanent disabilities, such as vaporization”. However, while some participants realised straight away that the HEP would be dangerous (e.g. PN11: “ok, so I can’t touch that thing”) others ended up dying, sometimes more than once, by walking right up to the pellet and coming into contact with it. For instance, PN01 struggled with the GLaDOS voiceover: “I didn’t understand anything about the voice that was talking to me” as did PN07: “Not sure what they are referring to here”. PN12 seemed to ignore the voiceover altogether and mistakenly assumed “I thought I had to collect the pellet, because I thought it was similar to the blue trigger” [referring to picking up the portal gun in a previous level].

Apart from experiencing an understanding breakdown regarding the nature of the HEP, there was further confusion about how to solve the puzzle. Most players quickly realised they could not create portals on black walls, but then resorted to shooting at both the emitter and receiver objects and the closed orange portal (e.g. PN01, PN05, PN11, PN12, PN14). In addition, PN05 initially thought that portals could “only open on the ground” while PN01 only realises it’s possible to shoot portals in the ceiling when trying to shoot the emitter and accidentally creating a portal nearby: “I opened a door… Ah I got it”.

Level 6: Summary of main issues

While some players did look at the hints available in the game, including those at the start of the level and on the ground, none of the players who struggled seemed to notice the red light emanating from the emitter that pointed up towards the ceiling, which acts as a cue of for positioning a blue portal. Instead, they adopted strategies such as PN12 who walked on top of the receiver and looked directly up to fire a portal directly above. The breakdowns experienced in this level suggest the information provided by GLaDOS was not clear to some players and that some of the cues provided were not salient enough.

Figure 5: Level 8

Level 8: Issues with perspective

In Level 8, the Test Chamber floor is covered by lethal water and presents an inactive portal on a platform on the left, and a horizontal scaffold on the right. On the left, there is a HEP emitter and a fixed orange portal on a platform, and on the right a receptacle on the wall, which will activate the immobile scaffold (Fig. 5). The level requires a minimum of 7 actions: shoot blue portal opposite the HEP dispenser; after the HEP passes through, create a new blue portal opposite the receptacle to activate the scaffold; once activated, shoot a blue portal in the wall nearby the entrance; travel through the portal to exit out of the fixed orange portal; create a blue portal above the scaffold and wait for it to appear; go through the orange portal; ride scaffold and proceed to exit. Intermediate players had difficulties with this this level, needing an average of 32 actions to complete it (SD = 21.3), which is 4.6 times the optimal number of actions required. Some novices also struggled here, requiring an average of 22 actions (SD = 6.8) to complete the level (Table 1).

The main breakdown in this level (experienced by players PI08, PI14 and PN11) originates from the central perspective of the chamber, which provides the illusion that the HEP receiver is located opposite the orange portal. PI08 was able to quickly realise a solution to the problem but decided to look through the orange portal to figure out exactly far away the receptacle is on the other side. Unfortunately, this strategy leads to her dying twice and spending a large amount of time trying to count how many panels away the receptacle is e.g. “one, two, three, four…” before she successfully locates a portal opposite it. PI14 describes this level as “horrible” noting “it was the angle that was the problem”; their reaction to the level could be seen as an instance of a potential involvement breakdown. PN11 noted the same difficulty though was able to overcome it stopping for a
moment and taking a different perspective: “I feel I am looking at this by the wrong angle {moves}. Oh! The machine is here! That makes a lot more sense”.

**Level 8: Summary of main issues**

As in Level 6, a subtle red flare is projected by the receptacle onto the opposite wall that could have helped with portal positioning. However, the cue was again missed and the initial perspective the players encounter made this a particularly frustrating experience for some as it provided an obstacle to realising the solution to the puzzle.

**Step 7: Develop design recommendations**

Through considering the causes of breakdowns as part of the qualitative analyses, there are three main areas where the design could be improved to support learning:

1. **Understanding of how portals work (Levels 3 & 5)**

The Developer Commentaries [44] show that a design decision was made to force players to enter the orange portal in Level 3 by making it a fixed entrance. Despite this attempt, the fact that players could progress in this level without fully understanding how the portals operated caused a major breakdown. This is evidenced through observations of exactly the same errors being made in Level 5. This breakdown seems to stem from Level 0, where players didn’t understand they could see themselves in portals and continues through subsequent levels. Potential solutions could involve locating a mirror in the room where the player starts so they see their reflection before they see themselves in a portal, providing them with a gun that can shoot both blue and orange portals in Level 2, or changing the map in Level 3 from a “L-shape” to an “I-shape” to reduce the complexity of the level.

2. **Making cues more salient (Levels 6 & 8)**

There may be some scope to make GLaDOS’s voiceover clearer for the introduction to Level 6, but, in general, players learned relatively quickly that the HEPs were dangerous. The main issue in this level related to the fact that many did not attempt to shoot a portal in the ceiling until they had exhausted other options. Though hints were provided, these were perhaps a little too abstract, while the red light (provided to cue players to shoot above the receiver) was unfortunately not obvious. The same is true for Level 8, where again the red light pointing from the receiver to the opposite wall was rather faded (as Fig. 8 indicates). These issues suggest that the designers may need to alter the saturation and luminosity of the red light to make it more salient on console versions where television resolution could reduce the visibility of the cue and prevent players from achieving an understanding breakthrough that could help them in later levels. Unfortunately, these difficulties could be beyond developer control as in the case of playing the Xbox version of Portal, where the “quality of the graphics has been downsized to meet the restricted game size of Microsoft’s XBLA service” [31]. Nevertheless, the use of red colour on grey walls creates an accessibility barrier for certain types of colour blindness and colours could be chosen with this in mind. Another option would be to provide players with substitute palettes on the whole game.

3. **The issue of perspective (Level 8)**

Level 8 was designed to teach the redirection technique [44] and players appeared at ease in grasping the concept. However, in addition to the fact that the red-light cue was not very visible, the perspective players were provided with when walking into the level mislead them to think that the receiver was located closer to the orange portal that it was. The design of Level 8 could be altered by moving the entrance point to force player to gain a different perspective when they enter the chamber, thus increasing their chances of figuring out the correct solution to the puzzle.

**DISCUSSION**

This paper represents an effort to devise a comprehensive evidence-based method for identifying problems with how learning is structured within commercial games, and for offering evidence-based solutions to these problems. The approach is based on a mixing of two strands of contemporary research on learning in games; one quantitative and behavioural, the other qualitative and experiential. The method consists of seven steps:

1. Chart learning curve of the game
2. Recruit participants, analyse player expertise
3. Gameplay is recorded in a rich, multi-modal manner
4. Analyse participant performance
5. Identify game sections where problems have arisen
6. Conduct qualitative analysis of those problems
7. Develop design recommendations

The method presented directly builds on previous work by Linehan et al. [25] and Iacovides et al. [19] by combining a learning curve analysis with work on gameplay breakdowns into a comprehensive method for evaluating how games teach players game-specific skills and information. While existing GUR methods recognise the importance of learning design to the player experience, and include some evaluation criteria that relate to learning e.g. [12], we suggest that the method we propose is particularly capable of detecting subtle problems with player understanding (across the whole experience of playing a game) and providing clear solutions to those problems. The method also fits seamlessly the type of small-scale user test frequently undertaken in early development phases, without requiring the large-scale data acquisition and advanced statistical or visualisation techniques that are involved in analytics approaches [e.g. 2, 16, 17, 32]. The approach could be used throughout the development process – from being applied to evaluate learning difficulties around key game mechanics in low fidelity prototypes to evaluating the impact of specific design elements within more developed versions.

Linehan et al. [25] suggest that Portal is a well-designed game, as it strictly follows a set of instructional design principles based firmly in the behavioural education literature (see [26]). Our evaluation of Portal provides new
empirical evidence to support this claim, as players generally solved puzzles in an efficient manner, readily demonstrating the appropriate application of skills learned within the game. Furthermore, participants generally reported enjoying playing it. However, our analysis did also reveal a small number of issues, where large deviations between curves indicated areas where the game could be improved upon, particularly for novice players.

Part of the process we outline was to recruit participants who varied in terms of their expertise. This helped to ensure that we took into account the needs of different types of players. Indeed, it could be argued that the behaviour of novice players is the most informative in terms of assessing the quality of learning design in a game. However, it is important to also recruit more experienced players to understand whether performance improves on repeated play-throughs. Finding that experts perform only marginally better than novices would indicate significant issues with how the learning process is supported.

Furthermore, expertise can be hard to classify [19, 24]. We settled on a combination of questions to assess participants that related to not just how often they play, but what genres and platforms and for how long they had played. Nevertheless, some who were novices managed to complete more of the game within the play sessions than intermediates i.e. they showed more competence at solving the puzzles despite having less general experience. Researchers and practitioners need to be clear about the criteria they use to classify their participants while the area would benefit from clear guidelines about how to do so.

**Limitations**
This method is presented as useful in the context of puzzle games. While we only evaluated Portal, the method should be applicable to other games that have a set of features that allow them to benefit from a structured analysis. For example, puzzles with ‘optimum’ solutions which are can be compared to player behaviour. This may not be the case with simulation-based games that have multiple outcomes, or games that reward player creativity. While not impossible, it would be more difficult to plot the curves in a more ‘open world’ that gives agency to players to choose the order in which they encounter puzzles and challenges.

Additionally, due to the inclusion of rich qualitative data, the method is only appropriate for using with a relatively small number participants. While that may increase the chances of the method falling prey to idiosyncrasies in play testing populations, the same can be said of most small-scale user testing scenarios. An extreme outlier could be removed if a particular participant was seen to skew the results but the general aim of similar GUR approaches is to highlight and reduce potential player experience issues rather than produce statistical generalizations about frequencies and populations.

**Future work**
Where a large divergence between the optimum curve and that achieved by players, we suggest that difficulty should be reduced to avoid the risk of players becoming frustrated and deciding give up on the game. Conversely, in puzzles where player performance followed the curve very closely, gameplay is arguably too easy and may become boring. Ideally then, there should be some distance between the optimal and player curves. The crucial question for further research is, how much distance should there be between the optimal and average observed curves? This question has repeatedly obsessed game design researchers, as evidenced through large quantities of theoretical and empirical work on concepts such as ‘flow’ ‘immersion’ ‘appropriate challenge’, with a recent focus on using learning analytics. We are yet to see a unifying theory of learning design in games, but the current paper does provide a method through which those questions can be asked and answered of specific games.

In addition, the data collected can provide some insight into player engagement. Though there was little evidence of major involvement breakdowns within this study, observational, think aloud and interview data could indicate when players are becoming frustrated or bored with a section of the game [e.g. see 19]. A focus on real-time involvement would be particularly important to carry out when applying the method as part of the game development process.

While have presented our work as a case study to illustrate how our approach can be implemented in practice, further research is also required to examine how applicable it is to other games and genres. Furthermore, it would be useful to apply the method within the context of game development to validate the process and to assess feasibility in practice. Other studies could also carry out a comparative analysis with other GUR methods to explore how effective the approach is in terms of the quantity and quality of design issues it is able to uncover.

**CONCLUSION**
We present a mixed method approach to uncovering problems with how player learning is supported in games. The method is based in recent academic research on designing and evaluating learning in games. A case study is presented, where the method is applied to Portal. Issues are identified with a small number of the puzzles in that game, and explored through an in-depth qualitative analysis. While more work is required to examine the feasibility of using this method within an ongoing game development process, this paper represents an initial attempt at a comprehensive evidence-based method for identifying problems with how learning is structured within games, and for offering clear evidence-based solutions to these problems.
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